WSUS32  KKCI  152255
SIGC
MKCC  WST  152255
CONVECTIVE SIGMET  93C
VALID UNTIL  0055Z
WI  MN  LS
FROM  60WSW  YQT−80NNW  RHI−60ESE  DLH−60SE  INL−60WSW  YQT
DMSHG  AREA  TS  MOV  FROM  26030KT.  TOPS  TO  FL320.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET  94C
VALID UNTIL  0055Z
MN  SD  ND
FROM  20SW  FAR−40SSE  FAR−40SE  ABR−20SSW  ABR−20SW  FAR
AREA  TS  MOV  FROM  21005KT.  TOPS  TO  FL350.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET  95C
VALID UNTIL  0055Z
TX  AND  LA  TX  CSTL  WTRS
FROM  30SW  LCH−120SSE  LCH−110SSW  LCH−40SE  IAH−30SW  LCH
AREA  TS  MOV  FROM  12010KT.  TOPS  ABV  FL450.
REF  INTL  SIGMET  ALFA  SERIES.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET  96C
VALID UNTIL  0055Z
MN
FROM  50SSW  BRD−30W  MSP−20NE  RWF−40N  RWF−50SSW  BRD
AREA  TS  MOV  FROM  23030KT.  TOPS  TO  FL400.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET  97C
VALID UNTIL  0055Z
TX  OK  KS  NE  CO  NM
FROM  20WSW  LBF−50NW  SLN−50NE  CDS−20NNW  MAF−40N  INK−20WSW  LBF
AREA  SEV  TS  MOV  FROM  25015KT.  TOPS  ABV  FL450.
HAIL  TO  1.75  IN...WIND  GUSTS  TO  50KT  POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET  98C
VALID UNTIL  0055Z
KS  CO
FROM  30NE  DEN−20NNE  GLD−40E  LAA−20SE  PUB−30S  DEN−30NE  DEN
AREA  TS  MOV  FROM  26010KT.  TOPS  TO  FL420.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET  99C
VALID UNTIL  0055Z
NE  SD  CO  WY
FROM  60SSE  RAP−40E  SNY−30W  AKO−50SSW  LAR−60SSE  RAP
AREA  TS  MOV  FROM  26015KT.  TOPS  TO  FL420.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET  01C
VALID UNTIL  0055Z
MN  IA  NE  SD
FROM  40N  FSD−70N  OVR−50E  MCK−20WSW  LBF−50NNE  ANW−40N  FSD
AREA  TS  MOV  FROM  24015KT.  TOPS  ABV  FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET  02C
VALID UNTIL  0055Z
TX
FROM  20S  CRP−30NNW  BRO−70WNW  BRO−50E  LRD−20S  CRP
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS ABV FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 160055-160455
FROM 60S
YWG-YQT-SAW-MSP-SLN-ABI-INK-CME-TCC-LAA-DBL-DDY-ANW-PIR-60S YWG
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS
FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL
DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 152355
SIGC
MKCC WST 152355
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 03C
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
TX NM
FROM 40WSW CDS-50N MAF-20SSE CME
LINE SEV TS 40 NM WIDE MOV FROM 27015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 1 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 50KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 04C
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
MN SD ND
FROM 20W FAR-30SE FAR-40E ABR-10NNE ABR-20W FAR
AREA TS MOV FROM 20005KT. TOPS TO FL340.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 05C
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
MN IA NE SD
FROM 50W RWF-60SE FSD-60E MCK-30SSW LBF-70WNW FSD-50W RWF
AREA TS MOV FROM 24020KT. TOPS TO FL440.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 06C
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
MN
FROM 10S BRD-50SE BRD-40WNW MSP-60SSW BRD-10S BRD
AREA TS MOV FROM 23025KT. TOPS TO FL390.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 07C
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
TX OK KS NE
FROM 50WSW LBF-60NNW SLN-30E CDS-30SW AMA-50WSW LBF
AREA SEV TS MOV FROM 24015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 1 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 60KT POSS.
SRN PTN MOV FROM 27015KT.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 08C
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
TX
FROM 10WSW LRD-30NNW BRO-10S BRO-70SSE LRD-10WSW LRD
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL420.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 09C
VALID UNTIL 0155Z
KS NE SD CO WY
FROM 50SE RAP-50WSW LBF-40ESE LAA-10NE TBE-20NE CYS-50SE RAP
AREA TS MOV FROM 26015KT. TOPS TO FL420.
OUTLOOK VALID 160155-160555
FROM 60S
YWG-YQT-SAW-MSP-SLN-ABI-INK-CME-TXO-LAA-LAR-DDY-ANW-PIR-60S YWG
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS
FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 160055
SIGC MKCC WST 160055
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 1C
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
TX NM
FROM 30SE CME-60NE MAF
LINE TS 40 NM WIDE MOV FROM 28015KT. TOPS TO FL440.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 2C
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
KS NE SD CO WY
FROM 40SE RAP-80WNW ANW-50ENE LAA-30E TBE-30SE CYS-40SE RAP
AREA TS MOV FROM 26015KT. TOPS TO FL400.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 3C
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
MN IA NE SD
FROM 50WNW RWF-50E FSD-70E MCK-30NNW MCK-60NNW FSD-50WNW RWF
AREA TS MOV FROM 24025KT. TOPS TO FL440.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 4C
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
MN
FROM 20ENE BRD-40SW DLH-40NNW MSP-30SSW BRD-20ENE BRD
AREA TS MOV FROM 23025KT. TOPS TO FL370.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 5C
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
TX OK KS NE
FROM 50WSW LBF-50N SLN-30SSE MMB-40SW LBL-50WSW LBF
AREA SEV TS MOV FROM 24015KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
HAIL TO 1 IN...WIND GUSTS TO 50KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 6C
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
TX
FROM 10WSW LRD-40ESE LRD-60WNW BRO-70SSE LRD-10WSW LRD
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 7C
VALID UNTIL 0255Z
TX OK
FROM 50ENE AMA-60NNW SPS-40ESE CDS-20WSW AMA-50ENE AMA
AREA TS MOV FROM 27010KT. TOPS TO FL370.

OUTLOOK VALID 160255-160655
FROM 60S
YWG-YQT-SAW-MSP-SLN-ABI-INK-CME-TXO-LAA-LAR-DDY-ANW-PIR-60S YWG
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS
FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 160155
SIGC
MKCC WST 160155
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 8C
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
MN
FROM 30WSW INL-50SSW INL-30W BJI-40E GFK-30WSW INL
AREA TS MOV FROM 25015KT. TOPS TO FL400.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 9C
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
NE CO
FROM 50ENE BFF-60WSW ANW-40NW GLD-40SW AKO-40NNE DEN-50ENE BFF
AREA TS MOV FROM 26015KT. TOPS TO FL390.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 10C
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
MN IA NE SD
FROM 40NNW FSD-40WSW RWF-80NNW OVR-70E MCK-30NNW MCK-40NNW FSD
AREA TS MOV FROM 24020KT. TOPS TO FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 11C
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
MN
FROM 40W DLH-20SSW DLH-40SE BRD-10SE BRD-40W DLH
AREA TS MOV FROM 23025KT. TOPS TO FL420.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 12C
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
TX OK KS NE CO
FROM 30WSW LBF-40NNE SLN-50SSW MMB-20SSW LAA-30WSW LBF
AREA SEV TS MOV FROM 25020KT. TOPS ABV FL450.
WIND GUSTS TO 50KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 13C
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
TX
FROM 10WSW LRD-30ESE LRD-60WNW BRO-70SSE LRD-10WSW LRD
AREA TS MOV LTL. TOPS TO FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 14C
VALID UNTIL 0355Z
TX NM
FROM 70N INK-50SSW LBB-20WNW MAF-30N INK-70N INK
AREA TS MOV FROM 29010KT. TOPS TO FL380.

OUTLOOK VALID 160355-160755
FROM 60S
YWG-YQT-SAW-MSP-SLN-ABI-INK-CME-TXO-LAA-LAR-DDY-ANW-PIR-60S YWG
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS
FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 160255
SIGMET
MKCC WST 160255
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 15C
VALID UNTIL 0455Z
MN
FROM 50ENE GFK-20SE INL-40NNW DLH-30W BJI-50ENE GFK
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 26015KT. TOPS TO FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 16C
VALID UNTIL 0455Z
NE CO
FROM 10ESE SNY-40NW GLD-20SW AKO-50NW AKO-10ESE SNY
DMSHG AREA TS MOV FROM 25015KT. TOPS TO FL340.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 17C
VALID UNTIL 0455Z
MN IA NE SD
FROM 40NNW FSD-40WSW RWF-80NNW OVR-70E MCK-30NNW MCK-40NNW FSD
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 24020KT. TOPS ABV FL450.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 18C
VALID UNTIL 0455Z
WI MN LS
FROM 30NW DLH-10E DLH-40SW DLH-30ENE BRD-30NW DLH
DMSHG AREA TS MOV FROM 23015KT. TOPS TO FL370.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 19C
VALID UNTIL 0455Z
OK KS NE
FROM 30NNW MCK-50NE SNN-20E MMB-40SE LAA-30NNW MCK
AREA SEV TS MOV FROM 25020KT. TOPS TO FL420.
WIND GUSTS TO 50KT POSS.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 20C
VALID UNTIL 0455Z
TX NM
FROM 60SW LBB-70W INK
LINE TS 25 NM WIDE MOV FROM 28015KT. TOPS TO FL400.

OUTLOOK VALID 160455-160855
FROM BRD-MSP-MCW-END-LAA-ABR-BRD
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS
FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL
DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 160355
SIGC
MKCC WST 160355
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 21C
VALID UNTIL 0555Z
MN
FROM 40NNE GFK-70ESE INL-40NE DLH-30SE GFK-40NNE GFK
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 25010KT. TOPS TO FL420.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 22C
VALID UNTIL 0555Z
CO
FROM 30SW SNY-10S AKO-20ENE DEN-40SSE CYS-30SW SNY
AREA TS MOV FROM 26015KT. TOPS TO FL370.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 23C
VALID UNTIL 0555Z
MN IA NE SD
FROM 40NE RWF-40NW MCW-60S OBH-30SSW LBF-50W FSD-40NE RWF
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 25020KT. TOPS TO FL440.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 24C
VALID UNTIL 0555Z
TX OK KS NE
FROM 30SSW LBF-30WSW PWE-50WNW END-40SSW LBL-50WNW MCK-30SSW LBF
AREA TS MOV FROM 25020KT. TOPS TO FL440.

OUTLOOK VALID 160555-160955
FROM BRD-MSP-MCW-END-LAA-ABR-BRD
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS
FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL
DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 160455
SIGC
MKCC WST 160455
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 25C
VALID UNTIL 0655Z
MN LS
FROM 20NE GFK-40WSW INL-70NE DLH
LINE EMBD TS 45 NM WIDE MOV FROM 25010KT. TOPS TO FL400.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 26C
VALID UNTIL 0655Z
MN IA
FROM 40ESE RWF-40W FOD
LINE TS 30 NM WIDE MOV FROM 21025KT. TOPS TO FL430.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 27C
VALID UNTIL 0655Z
MN IA NE SD
FROM 40E FSD-60NNW OVR-20E LBF-50W FSD-40E FSD
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 24020KT. TOPS TO FL400.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 28C
VALID UNTIL 0655Z
KS NE
FROM 10W OBH-50W PWE-30NE SLN-50W SLN-40W MCK-10ESE LBF-10W OBH
AREA TS MOV FROM 25020KT. TOPS TO FL400.
FAR SERN PTN MOV FROM 22020KT.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 29C
VALID UNTIL 0655Z
OK KS
FROM 20SSE HLC-60W ICT-50NW END-30WNW MMB-30N GCK-20SSE HLC
AREA TS MOV FROM 26020KT. TOPS TO FL440.

OUTLOOK VALID 160655-161055
FROM 40SW DLH-30SE MSP-MCW-OVR-60E ICT-END-30NW MMB-40NW MCK-50N
WSUS32 KKCI 160555
SIGC
MKCC WST 160555
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 30C
VALID UNTIL 0755Z
MN LS
FROM 30NE GFK−20W INL−70NE DLH
LINE EMBD TS 45 NM WIDE MOV FROM 24015KT. TOPS TO FL400.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 31C
VALID UNTIL 0755Z
IA NE SD
FROM 40N FOD−10S OVR−60WNW OVR−60SSE FSD−40N FOD
AREA TS MOV FROM 21020KT. TOPS TO FL400.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 32C
VALID UNTIL 0755Z
MN IA NE SD
FROM 50SSW RWF−30NE OBH−50ENE LBF−40W FSD−50SSW RWF
AREA EMBD TS MOV FROM 24015KT. TOPS TO FL410.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 33C
VALID UNTIL 0755Z
KS NE
FROM OBH−30W PWE−40NE SLN−30ENE HLC−20WSW MCK−20SE LBF−OBH
DMSHG AREA TS MOV FROM 22020KT. TOPS TO FL340.
FAR WRN PTN MOV FROM 25020KT.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 34C
VALID UNTIL 0755Z
OK KS
FROM 30S HLC−70WSW SLN−50NNW END−10N MMB−30SSE GCK−30S HLC
AREA TS MOV FROM 26025KT. TOPS TO FL420.

OUTLOOK VALID 160755−161155
FROM 40SW DLH−30SE MSP−MCW−30S OVR−60E ICT−END−30NW MMB−40NW
MCK−50N FSD−70SE FAR−40SW DLH
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 160655
SIGC
MKCC WST 160655
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 35C
VALID UNTIL 0855Z
MN
FROM 20W INL−30NE GFK
LINE EMBD TS 40 NM WIDE MOV FROM 24015KT. TOPS TO FL400.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 36C
VALID UNTIL 0855Z
MO MN IA NE
FROM 50NNW MCW−40W FOD−30NNE OVR−10WSW PWE
LINE TS 35 NM WIDE MOV FROM 21020KT. TOPS TO FL400.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 37C
VALID UNTIL 0855Z
MN IA SD
FROM 50SSW RWF-50WSW FSD
LINE EMBD TS 35 NM WIDE MOV FROM 24015KT. TOPS TO FL380.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 38C
VALID UNTIL 0855Z
OK KS
FROM 40SE HLC-50WSW SLN-40N END-20ENE MMB-40ESE GCK-40SE HLC
AREA TS MOV FROM 26025KT. TOPS TO FL420.

OUTLOOK VALID 160855-161255
FROM 40SW DLH-30SE MSP-MCW-30S OVR-60E ICT-END-30NW MMB-40NW
MCK-50N FSD-70SE FAR-40SW DLH
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUSO1 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 160755
SIGC
MKCC WST 160755
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 39C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
MO IA KS NE
FROM 30NNW FOD-40NNE OVR-40ENE PWE-50SSE PWE
LINE TS 40 NM WIDE MOV FROM 21020KT. TOPS TO FL360.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 40C
VALID UNTIL 0955Z
OK KS
FROM 50ESE HLC-30NW ICT-30N END-50W END-30ENE GCK-50ESE HLC
AREA TS MOV FROM 26025KT. TOPS TO FL400.

OUTLOOK VALID 160955-161355
AREA 1...FROM 30W EAU-40S MCW-70WSW MCI-40W OSW-END-30NW MMB-40SW
ONL-60SSW FSD-30W RWF-30W EAU
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUSO1 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM IAH-60WSW LCH-120SSE LCH-120ESE PSX-50ENE PSX-IAH
WST ISSUANCES POSS LT IN PD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUSO1 KWNS FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 160855
SIGC
MKCC WST 160855
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 41C
VALID UNTIL 1055Z
MO IA KS NE
FROM 50ESE OVR-50ESE PWE
LINE TS 25 NM WIDE MOV FROM 21020KT. TOPS TO FL360.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 42C
VALID UNTIL 1055Z
OK KS
FROM 50SE HLC-30NW ICT-20N END-20N MMB-50SE HLC
AREA TS MOV FROM 26025KT. TOPS TO FL400.

OUTLOOK VALID 161055-161455
AREA 1...FROM 30W EAU-40S MCW-70WSW MCI-40W OSW-END-30NW MMB-40SW
ONL-60SSW FSD-30W RWF-30W EAU
WST ISSUANCES EXPD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM IAH-60WSW LCH-120SSE LCH-120ESE PSX-50ENE PSX-IAH
WST ISSUANCES POSS LT IN PD. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS
FROM STORM PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL
DETAILS.

WSUS32 KKCI 160955
SIGC
MKCC WST 160955
CONVECTIVE SIGMET 43C
VALID UNTIL 1155Z
OK KS
FROM 40SE HLC-30SSW SLN-40S ICT-20ENE MMB-40SE HLC
AREA TS MOV FROM 26025KT. TOPS TO FL400.

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 44C
VALID UNTIL 1155Z
TX AND LA TX CSTL WTRS
FROM 50ESE IAH-100S LCH
DVLPG LINE TS 30 NM WIDE MOV FROM 14010KT. TOPS TO FL450.

OUTLOOK VALID 161155-161555
AREA 1...FROM 30S MCW-30SW DSM-40W MCI-40WSW OSW-END-30E MMB-60SE
HLC-30W FOD-30S MCW
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.

AREA 2...FROM IAH-60WSW LCH-120SSE LCH-120SSW LCH-100SE PSX-80E
BRO-BRO-30SSW CRP-30W PSX-IAH
WST ISSUANCES POSS. REFER TO MOST RECENT ACUS01 KWNS FROM STORM
PREDICTION CENTER FOR SYNOPSIS AND METEOROLOGICAL DETAILS.